Announcements 9-5-06

• CD - Neuro exam in 12 minutes
  – CD hopefully by end of week in your mailboxes
  – On-line LUMEN

• Neuro OSCE – next week Monday and Friday
  – Grading sheet on webpage need 30/32 to pass
  – 15 minutes ± 5 minutes feedback
  – Graded by neuro clerks

• First history
  – Due to Les Rm 320 Friday 9/8/06 5pm
  – Two forms – grading sheet + blank write-up on home page

Announcements 9-5-06

• Breast workshops (Tuesday, Wed, Thur)
  – Small groups end before 3:30 today
  – One model with lumps/write-up

• Peds shadowing – demo – online portfolio
  – Type as word document, upload, submit
  – Submit within 2 weeks of doing your shadowing

• Today: Dr. Yao lecture – breast exam
  – Koller covers for Robinson small group
  – Walsh covers for Rothenberger